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Abstract. —A black and white, circuit-board video camera system with night vision was designed to monitor

Mexican Spotted Owl (Strix occidentalis lucida) behavior. A 0.5-Lux infrared camera equipped with a 3.3 mm
lens permitted vision up to 3 m in total darkness with the aid of six infrared light-emitting diodes (LEDs).

To extend nighttime visibility at selected sites to approximately 6 m, we constructed a supplemental 9-LED

infrared light source. Industrial-grade video recorders provided up to 24-hr coverage per VHStape. Cameras

averaged 6.9 m from nests (range 3.0-10.3 m). Mean camera installation time was 42 min (range 28-71

min). Between 25 April-3 July 1996, approximately 820 hr of video effort (76 hr for equipment assembly,

14 hr for camera placement, 230 hr for maintaining tapes and batteries, and 500 hr for subsequent video

analysis) provided 2655 hr of usable video coverage (149 tapes) at 20 nest sites, a return ratio of nearly 3.2:

1 hr of coverage for each hour invested. Comparable detail, quality, or quantity of behavioral data would not

have been possible through direct observation. This video system could have a wide application in other

raptor behavior studies, especially for determining the effects of human activities.

Key Words: behavior, diurnal activity, infrared photography, Mexican Spotted Owl] nocturnal activity; Strix

occidentalis lucida; surveillance; video camera.

Un sistema de video camara infrarojo para el monitoreo de aves rapaces diurnas y nocturnes

Resumen. —Un sistema de video camara en bianco y negro con vision nocturna fue disenado para el

monitoreo del comportamiento de Strix occidentalis lucida. Una camara de 0.5 Lux equipada con un

lente de 3 mmpermitio una vision de hasta 3 men la obscuridad total con la ayuda de una luz infraroja

de seis diodos. Con el fin de extender la visibilidad nocturna a 6 men sitios seleccionados, construimos

una fuente de luz infraroja suplementaria de 9 diodos. Con video grabadoras industriales cubrimos

periodos de 24 horas en cintas de VHS. La distancia promedio de los nidos fue de 6.9 m (rango = 3.0-

10.3 m). La media del tiempo de instalacion de la camara fue de 34 min (rango = 28-71 min). Entre

el 25 de abril-3 de Julio de 1996, 820 hr de video fueron registradas (76 hr para el ensamblaje del

equipo, 14 hr para la ubicacion de la camara, 230 hr para el mantenimiento de cintas y baterias y 500

hr para el analisis de video) 2655 hr de cobertura de video (149 cintas) en 20 nidos, una tasa de retorno

de cerca de 3.2:1 hr de cobertura por cada hora invertida. El detalle, la calidad o cantidad de datos de

comportamiento no hubiera podido ser obtenida a traves de observaciones directas. Este sistema de

video puede tener una aplicacion amplia en estudios de comportamiento de otras aves rapaces espe-

cialmente con el fin de determiner los efectos de actividades humanas.

[Traduccion de Cesar Marquez]

Collecting baseline behavioral information on
animals from field observations is an important

prerequisite to determining and mitigating the ef-

fects of human activities. To compare animal be-

havior between manipulated and nonmanipulated
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sites or periods, it is often necessary to make si-

multaneous observations at more than one loca-

tion and for extended periods of time. For study-

ing owls, the ability to monitor nocturnal behavior

is also critical. Recording wildlife activity with re-

motely operated or automatic cameras has a long

history (Dodge and Snyder 1960, Osterberg 1962,

Cowardin and Ashe 1965, Patton et al. 1972). Tech-

niques include time-lapse, super-8 movie cameras

(Grubb 1983), conventional video cameras (Nye
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Figure 1. Miniature circuit-board video camera with weatherproof, plastic switch-box painted black (except for the lens

and LED area) and wired for video and power connections.

1983, Kristan et al. 1996), miniature video-board

cameras (Proudfoot 1996), 110 instamatic cameras

(Jones and Raphael 1993), 35-mm infrared-aided

cameras (Hernandez et al. 1997), and the most

common approach, 35-mm, flash-aided photogra-

phy (M^or 1991, Kucera and Barrett 1993, Brow-

der et al. 1995, Danielson et al. 1996).

During a recent study on the effects of helicop-

ter and chain-saw noise on nesting Mexican Spot-

ted Owls (Strix occidentalis ludda; Delaney et al.

1999a), we chose video surveillance as the primary

means of recording owl behavior and responses to

manipulations at nest sites because it did not re-

quire capturing or handling owls for radioteleme-

try, could be operated remotely with minimal dis-

turbance to the owls, was silent with no moving
parts, provided both diurnal and nocturnal record-

ing capability, and facilitated real time, behavioral

analyses a posteriori. However, to meet the unique

requirements of unobtrusively recording continu-

ous behavior of this primarily nocturnal species, we
had to design a camera system that was small and

easily mounted, functional in both daylight and

darkness, and sufficient for monitoring owl nesting

activity and prey deliveries. This paper describes

the design, construction, and deployment of this

essentially noninvasive, infrared video camera sys^

tern for monitoring 24-hr activity at Mexican Spot-

ted Owl nest sites.

Methods

Weused Marshall^ black and white, charge-coupled de-

vice (CCD), circuit-board video cameras (Marshall Elec-

tronics, Culver City, CA U.S.A.; Fig. 1). The solid state,

12-volt, circuit-board cameras came equipped with 3.3-

mmlenses, which we replaced in most cases vdth an oj>

tional 12.0-mm lens. A folly automatic electronic shutter

compensated between bright daylight and nighttime con-

ditions. The camera provided a minimum of 380 lines of

resolution and with 0.5-Lux, permitted vision up to 3 m
in total darkness with the aid of six infrared light-emitting

diodes (LEDs; Figs. 1, 2A). To approximately double
night vision capabilities (i.e., to monitor nests up to 6 m
away) , we designed supplemental infrared, 9-LED (Tandy
Corp., Ft. Worth, TX U.S.A.), light sources on 5-cm (2-

inch) diameter circuit boards mounted in PVC-pipe end
caps sealed with plexiglass (Fig. 2B) . Each of these lights

was then attached to a 2-m piece of lightweight alumi-

num screen molding that facilitated independent mount-
ing in camera trees closer to the nests under observation.

Cameras were mounted in waterproof, heavy-gauge plas-

tic switch-boxes with transparent covers (11.5 X 6.4 X 5.5

cm; Newark Electronics, Chicago, IL U.S.A.) which, ex-

^ Use of trade names does not imply endorsement by the

USDAForest Service, Rocky Mountain Research Station, or

Institute for Wildlife Studies to the exclusion of other po-

tentially suitable products.
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Figure 2. Schematics of (A) the black and white, circuit-board infrared video camera and (B) the supplemental, inftared

light source used to extend night recording capability to ~6 m.

Table 1. Equipment and approximate costs for a night

vision video surveillance system (based on 1996 prices

associated with assembling 20 systems).

Component
Approximate

Cost ($)

Video cassette recorder 745.00

Miniature video camera 240.00

DCmonitor ($110.00 per 4—5 systems)^

Rechargeable batteries ($55.00, 4 per sys-

-25.00

tern) 220.00

Battery charger ($80.00 per 4—5 systems)^

Coaxial and power cables, connectors.

-20.00

plugs 100.00

Protective bin 20.00

Tarpaulin and cord 30.00

Total $1400.00

® Costs of DCmonitors and battery chargers per system are pro-

portionally reduced by the total number of systems deployed; we

used 4 monitors (the same 10.5-cm DCmonitors used to position

the camera) and 4 chargers to operate 20 video systems.

cept for the lens and LED area, were painted black (Fig.

1 ) . Two connecting ports were threaded into the protec-

tive housing for the power supply and the video signal.

Cover plates were drilled to accommodate lens barrels,

which when the outer portion was attached through the

plate, supported the entire circuit board.

Panasonic Model AG-1070DC, industrial-grade VHS
video recorders (Panasonic Corporation of America, Se-

caucus, NJ U.S.A.), connected to cameras via coaxial ca-

ble (RG-59), provided up to 24-hr coverage per tape.

These 12-volt, DC-powered recorders were designed for

law-enforcement surveillance applications. We obtained

24-hr coverage by recording approximately 5 frames per

sec instead of the normal rate of 30 frames per sec. Cam-
eras, supplemental lights, and video recorders were pow-
ered by two 12-volt, 33.0-amp-hr, Power-Sonic Model PS-

12330, rechargeable batteries (Power Sonic, Redwood
City, CA U.S.A.) connected in parallel because a 24-hr

taping would draw a single battery below operational lim-

its. These rugged, sealed “gel-cell” type batteries (weigh-

ing 11.3 kg each) reduced the risk of battery damage,
and eliminated the potential for spillage during backpack
transport. The total cost per system was about $1400.00

(Table 1). Assembly time was approximately 4 hr per

camera system.

Cameras were attached to tree branches or trunks with

adjustable. Jointed angle-brackets and screws (Fig. 3).

Cameras were mounted at the same level or slightly above

nest height in the nearest practical tree, which had to be
large enough to climb to nest height and also far enough
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Figure 3. Branch-mounted video camera showing jointed attachment bracket, acljustable in two planes. Power and video

cables are attached through connectors on the rear of the unit (not visible in this view) and anchored to the supporting

branch or tree trunk.

from the nest tree so as not to disturb incubating owls.

A 15-m combination power line and coaxial cable (or

down line) was attached to a 10.5-cm DC-powered mon-
itor and battery (Fig. 4), so camera placement during

installation could be directed from the base of the cam-
era tree. A minimum of two persons was required for

camera placement, a climber to position the camera and
a person on the ground to check the video signal and
direct placement. Once the camera was positioned, the

down line was taped to the tree and the system was left

inoperative for up to a week. This allowed owls to habit-

uate to camera presence prior to experiencing the visi-

ble, dull red glow of the infrared LEDs once the system

was powered. Visual sensitivity of Mexican Spotted Owls
to infrared light is unknown; however, Konishi (1973) has

shown that Barn Owls ( Tyto alba) are not sensitive to such

light. A supplemental light source, when needed, was ex-

tended toward the nest platform, then nailed, wired, or

taped in place. Its power line was spliced to the camera’s

with quick-connects. To make the system operational, a

60-m trunk line was attached at the base of the tree (cov-

ered by 1.2-cm diameter hose for protection against ro-

dents), permitting the power/ recording station to be
placed away and out of sight from the nest tree to min-
imize potential disturbance to the owls. We put the re-

corder, two batteries, and all connectors inside a weath-

erproof, rubberized storage bin (61 cm X 40 cm X 24
cm; Fig. 4) concealed under a camouflaged tarpaulin.

Batteries and tapes were exchanged before and after

each 24rhr recording period.

Results

During 10 field days between 9 April-27 May
1996, cameras were placed at 20 nest sites (1-4

sites per d depending on travel time between sites)

in the Sacramento Mountains of southcentral New
Mexico. Mean placement time from arrival to de-

parture from the nest site was 42 min (range =
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Figure 4. Weatherproof, rubberized bin housing video recorder, batteries for powering entire system, and spare tapes,

with a portable monitor used temporarily to check video image reception and quality.

28-71 min). Nest height averaged 15.3 m (range

= 8.0-27.0 m) in 18 Douglas firs (Pseudotsuga men-

ziesit) and one white fir {Abies concoUn). One nest

tree was not measured. Cameras averaged 6.9 m
from nests (range = 3.0-10.3 m). Because effective

night vision was limited to approximately 6 m, we
were only able to collect nocturnal information at

eight nests.

Wemounted 18 cameras without flushing nest-

ing owls. Two initial mounting efforts that caused

a flush were immediately aborted, with the adults

returning to their nests in <5 min. Wewere able

to mount both cameras a week later with no fur-

ther response. Aside from the two flushes in 22

mounting attempts, spotted owls appeared totally

unaffected by the video systems once in place. Sev-

eral owls that had done so previously, even contin-

ued to perch in camera trees. There was no nest

abandonment, and 18 of the 20 nests were suc-

cessful. Neither nest failure was related to video

camera presence (Delaney et al. 1999a)

.

Between 25 April-3 July 1996, our surveillance

systems yielded 149 tapes and 2655 hr of taped cov-

erage. Approximately 230 field hr were required

for changing tapes and batteries or about 1.5 hr

per change. In addition, over 500 office hours were

required to analyze the tapes for related spotted

owl behaviors such as nest attentiveness, number

of prey deliveries, and number of female trips from

the nest. A total of approximately 820 hr (includ-

ing an additional 76 hr for equipment assembly

and 14 hr for camera placement) were spent in

obtaining the 2655 hr of usable video coverage, a

return ratio of 3.2:1 of coverage for each hour in-

vested.

Discussion

Wedeveloped this infrared camera system to fa-

cilitate a study of helicopter noise effects on the

threatened Mexican Spotted Owl (Delaney et al.

1999a). This conservative approach allowed us to

observe natural behavior and spotted owl re-

sponses to experimental manipulations with mini-

mal risk to the owls. In addition, video coverage

permitted the quantification and differentiation of

several subtle, nonflushing behaviors that not only

facilitated and strengthened our assessment of dis-

turbance, but also provided new insight into spot-

ted owl nesting and foraging activities (Delany et

al. 1999b).

Previous raptor responses to camera installation

ranged from no apparent effect (i.e., successful

fledging; Enderson et al. 1973) to extreme effects

such as nest abandonment (Cain 1985, W. Bower-

man pers. comm.). Responses may be affected by

installation time, season, and camera placement, as
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well as by animal temperament and prior experi-

ence. Red-tailed Hawks {Buteo jamaicensis) and

Northern Goshawks (Acdpiter gentilis) have been

disturbed by the mere human presence associated

with research activity (Olendorff 1975, Kennedy
and Stahlecker 1993). Although our cameras were

carefully installed after spotted owls had initiated

nesting, we strongly recommend installation prior

to nesting activity and before breeding adults are

present.

Wewould not have been able to collect the same

level of detail, quality, or quantity of behavioral

data through direct observation. Videotaping with

the date and time on each frame provided a per-

manent record that could be accurately measured

and reviewed for additional information. In addi-

tion, it provided uninterrupted 24-hr coverage and

the capability of monitoring several nests simulta-

neously, thus minimizing confounding factors re-

lated to sample timing. To obtain comparable cov-

erage via direct observation would have required

2-3 field assistants per site and tripled labor costs.

Disruptive personnel shift changes and expensive

night-vision equipment would also have been nec-

essary.

Additional advantages of this camera system are

that cameras are unmanned and provide 24-hr,

real-time assessment of the frequency, duration,

timing, and type of behaviors, as opposed to the

more limited sampling regimes inherent in com-

mon forms of time-lapse or triggered photography.

Infrared capability permits similar recording of

nocturnal and diurnal activities without disruptive

flashes. Remote placement allows observers to stay

approximately 60 m from nests once cameras are

installed, minimizing observer effects that might

otherwise confound assessment of other human
disturbances. The cameras are small, unobtrusive

and quiet, and the cost per system is modest by

comparison to other video systems.

We also experienced several difficulties or limi-

tations in operating this system. Installing the 60-

m cables for power and video and protecting the

system from moisture, loose connections, rodent

damage, and vandalism required that all cables be

encased in garden hose, which had to be hidden

from view and located away from any game trails

to reduce possible damage. A combination of this

infrared video camera system and the solar-pow-

ered transmitting system of Kristan et al. (1996)

would eliminate these cumbersome cables and hos-

es. Night vision attenuated rapidly with distance

and was clearest when cameras and supplemental

lights were <6 mfrom nest trees. Placing cameras

1-3 m above nests in the same tree would elimi-

nate the supplemental light and maximize night

recording clarity; however, this would have to be

accomplished prior to occupancy to avoid distur-

bance or abandonment. Typical of any video sys-

tem, direct sunlight and reflection off nearby fo-

liage distorted contrast and limited visibility into

shaded areas. These factors must be considered

and minimized during camera placement.

Since our application, circuit-board video cam-

eras have become less expensive while capabilities

have increased to include color, sound, as well as

small, factory-built weatherproof housings. In con-

clusion, miniature circuit-board video systems are

a reliable, relatively unobtrusive, and effective tool

for monitoring behavior of raptors and other wild-

life in a wide variety of applications. Based on our

experience, this technique can particularly benefit

research designed to assess the effects of human
activities and land management practices on
threatened or endangered species.
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